Chapter 2: Five right

To lead your business to or at operational excellence in these times of
incessant and rapid change you must do five tasks right:
• Set the right goals,
• Design the right operational plans,
• Execute them right,
• Check your plans for adjustment and improvement and
• Have the right operational leadership in place.
These tasks must be led with an agile approach: in a never-ending cycle
of Plan-Execute-Check, the PEC cycle.
Such are the principles of an extremely flexible, continuously adjusting
approach to leadership – as required for surfing the waves of opportunity.
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Five tasks done right
Operational leadership consists of five tasks. If done right and performed
in a never-ending agile cycle, the business will reach operational excellence.
Task One: Set the right operational goals

The fundamental plank of operational excellence is setting the right operational goals for the business, its units, functions and people.
Task Two: Design the right operational plan

The right operational plan does not just give everyone something to do. Not everyone
needs goals, not everything needs to be cascaded down from the top. It just contains
the vital few things to be done to bring us to our goal. William A. (Bill) Woehr
This is the master plan. It defines, who will do what to bring the business
to the goals. It is the surfboard, perfectly adjusted to the wave we want to ride.
People with obligations in the plan form the operational team.
Task Three: Right execution

We have built our surfboard. Now, we surf. This is the toughest part of
operational leadership. It requires our full attention, constant focus and rapid,
precise execution of even the slightest movement. Not for one moment can
you take your eyes off the goal and relax in delivering against obligations.
“Quick reviews” are the key event of executing operational plans. In this
review operational teams check progress in executing the plan’s obligations.
Task Four: Right check

Everything changes always. Within our companies, functions, people, organizations and performance levels change. Beyond that, customers change, as
do politics, competitors, suppliers and partners. If we allow it to remain static
the operational plan will be soon not right anymore. Check it (your surfboard)
regularly and adjust it as needed.
The “deep review” is the key event to check whether the plan is still right.
Item by item, the operational team critically reviews the plan and eventually
decides whether and how to adjust it.
Task Five: Right operational leadership

The added value of operational leaders is twofold: To have each step of
the PEC (Plan-Execute-Check) cycle done right and to develop the competence
of the operational teams.
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Agile operational leadership
Agile software development

When designing a new software function you often do not and even cannot know in advance the full impact for the user in the widely distributed and
networked IT systems which companies have today. The user cannot verbalize
the impact, unless he has tried the software in practice.
To cope, software developers developed the agile approach. Instead of
starting with a complete software specification they collect a list of user requirements (the backlog). From it they choose the few most valuable ones and
deliver these in a fast "sprint".

Two key events drive the progress. In the “daily stand-up meeting” (also
called daily scrum meeting) the sprint team assesses progress in the sprint. In
the “sprint retrospective” the team checks the sprint result with the user/customer, plans the next sprint and seeks ways to improve the approach.
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This approach has proven to be much more realistic, faster and more cost
effective than the traditional process of first specifying the entire product and
then building the program in its entirety.
The agile approach must not be confused with sloppy design, which may
lead to “charging your customer for the privilege of paying for your learning
curve” . It is important to note that each item at the end of a sprint must be
fully completed and tested. This leaves no room for sloppiness.
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Comment from H. William Dettmer
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Agile operational sprints

A general assumption behind much of the planning literature is that the process itself is not dynamic... Well, all of this is fiction. If empirical research has taught us
anything at all ... it is that the process is a fundamentally dynamic one, corresponding to the dynamic conditions that drive it.
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Operational leaders face challenges similar to those in software development.
The wave being ridden changes continuously. The cycle of Plan-ExecuteCheck (PEC) is the cycle of agile leadership. One turn in the cycle is equivalent
to one operational sprint. The operational plan is the sprint backlog for the
next period, for example quarter year.
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As in software development there are two key events required to execute
operational sprints: the “quick review”, the term used in operational leadership
for stand-up meetings, and the “deep review”, equivalent to the operational
sprint review meeting.
Cyclical approaches are well known in management. Examples are:
Shewhart's PDC cycle, Deming's PDCA cycle, Six Sigma's DMAIC Cycle,
Goldratt’s POOGI cycle, and John Boyd’s OODA loop.
The PEC cycle differs from these in that its main focus is not on processes, but on operational plans and the tasks required to design, execute and adjust them for the purpose of leading the business to or at operational excellence.
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